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Every companies have the employees where they have destination for get salary every months for still alive. Employee has the important role for companies. The processing for choose employee it’s not easy, actually giving the incentives do by the leader ordinary.

Incentives earned based criterias from company. Criterias made with one reason namely give incentive fairly. The criterias such as absent, perform, attitude and how many long their work. Without criterias for valuation, probably the incentive it’s not precise.

On this experiment will be built decision support system of determining incentive employee using naive bayes algorithm. The calculation naive bayes based history data. History data was gotten by observation and interview. This system give suggestion about the incentive for company. With the built this system give easier and efficieciency of time when the process in it. This experiment using waterfall method along with SQL server 2000 and Visual Basic 2008.

The resulting system tested with 50 data employee at PT Remco on Januari 2014, the incentives exact with the resulting namely 38 data are right dan 12 data is not match so that the conclusion decision support system using naive bayes algorithm having the accuracy 60% with the error path 40%
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